Helping children to learn
and love to read!
STEM and
language learning, too!

Read Aloud
Technologies

Smart eBooks read aloud on Fun eReader®
• The 2-6 page For Creative Minds section in the back of each book is designed to engage children in learning
more about the underlying math or science concept found in the story.
• All books are developed from the ground up to introduce or supplement science or math. We were “STEM”
before it was the buzzword of the day. We want our books to inspire curiosity. The top priority in manuscript
selection is whether or not we envision a parent reading the book to a child in his or her lap? We call that our
“cuddle factor,” which also makes the books great for using during language arts to introduce or supplement science or math.
• We aren’t scientists so we turn to those who are. All books are vetted for accuracy before going to print.
• Additional free online resources for each title include:
• 25-40 pages of cross-curricular teaching activities (includes text-based questions and writing prompts);
• three interactive 10 question multiple choice quizzes:
• reading comprehension
• For Creative Minds
• math word problems
• alignment to Common Core, NGSS, and state standards
• reading levels by Lexile®, AR, and Fountas & Pinnell.
• Books are also available in hardcover, paperback, Spanish paperback, 24 in Spanish hardcover, and 22 in Chinese
paperback.

Digital Features
Assistive reading technologies:
• Word highlighting
• Reading speed control
• Single-word read-aloud when tapped

Language selection on-the-fly
• Toggle between English, Spanish, & Chinese
Other fun features
• Tap animals and hear them roar

843-278-2285 / info@readaloudtech.com
www.ReadAloudTech.com • 612 Johnnie Dodds Blvd. Suite A3 Mount Pleasant, SC 29464

Access & Pricing
Read Aloud
Technologies

For schools & public libraries
•
•
•
•
•

Simultaneous, unlimited access with a simple password (or library card)
Building-wide and home access
Option for individual user login and tracking
Integrates seamlessly with Follett Destiny, Mackin Via, and cataloging systems
3 parallel systems: Web streamed, iPad/iPhone App, and Android App

1 Yr
2 Yr
3 Yr
4 Yr
5 Yr
10 Yr
$999 $1699 $2399 $2999 $3499 $4999
multi-school / multi-library discounts
bundling with print book specials

For families and teachers (single classroom)
• Easy sign-on with your email and password
• Easy to gift
• Order online, email, or call

Monthly
$9.99

1Yr
$99

3 Yr
$189

5 Yr
$269

10 Yr
$349

New features in the works:
• Additional highlight options: fragment & sentence
• Grammar tool to highlight parts of speech
• Annotation and user highlight tool
• User video/audio record, playback, and share
• Augmented Reality
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